Introducing LinkedIn
Jobs for Nonprofits
Attract the most qualified candidates for your nonprofit
with LinkedIn Jobs. Every week, millions of job seekers
trust LinkedIn to help them take the next step in their
career. Your next great hire is among them—and with
easy-to-use job posting, targeting, and candidate
management features, you can find them faster.

Tap into the world’s largest professional network to find nonprofit stars
Post jobs quickly and easily

Attract more of the right people

Save time with 130+ job templates
and precise targeting features,
helping you get your job in front of
an engaged audience in minutes.

Rate your applicants’ fit and
LinkedIn will recommend your job
to members with similar skills and
experience.

LinkedIn Jobs can
help you connect
with…

756M+

engaged and active
LinkedIn members

Get the conversation started

Manage everything in one place

Reach out to great candidates
directly on a professional platform
they know and trust—no contact
details required.

Review candidate profiles with your
team, prioritize best-fit applicants,
and take the next step—without
ever leaving the platform.

5M+

global nonprofit
professionals

3x

more qualified
applicants when you
pay to promote a job

Get more from LinkedIn Jobs
Screening questions and skills
assessment
Rapidly determine if candidates
meet your basic requirements and
feel confident that they have the
right skills before reaching out.

25 Applicants
4 filters

| 186 Results |

Sort by relevance

Job Titles

Ratings

Targeted promotion
Make it easy for the most
qualified candidates to
discover your job and apply
with personalized emails, push
notifications, and job ads in their
LinkedIn feed.

Good Fit

Flexible spend
Post a job for free or set an
adjustable daily budget to
promote it, only paying when
candidates click.

Bundle LinkedIn Jobs to amplify your success
Career Pages
Showcase your nonprofit as an
employer of choice by discussing
your mission and what it’s like to
be a part of your organization.

Recruitment Marketing
Build candidates’ awareness
of your nonprofit with
targeted and dynamic ads.

Talent Insights
Make smarter workforce and hiring
decisions with real-time data and
useful benchmarks.

“We’ve found a
lot of quality hires
from LinkedIn.
Generating a
pool of qualified
candidates,
while also
using LinkedIn
Recruiter to
source passive
candidates,
makes it a great
tool for us.”
Danielle Bailey, Sr. HR &
Talent Acquisition Officer at
Elizabeth Glaser Pediatric
AIDS Foundation

Discover other
resources to help your
nonprofit plan, develop,
and hire talent
LinkedIn Talent Insights
LinkedIn Recruiter
LinkedIn Learning

Build and retain powerful nonprofit teams with hiring solutions from LinkedIn for Nonprofits

Contact us to learn more: nonprofit.linkedin.com/hire/contact-us

